We demonstrate that the sign of the photon-drag effect in smooth gold films is crucially dependent on the surface environment and contrary to the prevailing intuitive model of direct momentum transfer to free electrons.
Current flow in metal films can be induced by the absorption of photon momentum carried by an obliquelyincident electromagnetic wave, a phenomenon known as photon drag [1] . This effect carries the promise of a novel platform for direct electrical detection of plasmons in nanophotonic systems with multi-terahertz bandwidth [2] . The prevailing intuition for the sign of this current assumes that the absorbed light transfers momentum to the free electrons of the metal [1] , either directly or indirectly via plasmon excitation, ultimately generating electron flow in the direction of the in-plane incident photon momentum. However, the sign and amplitude of this photon-drag current, has been reported to puzzlingly vary with polarization state, surface morphology, and excitation of surface plasmons [3] [4] [5] . The inconsistencies in sign for photon drag measurements reported to date challenge the intuitive interpretation of this phenomenon and compel further investigation.
Here, we demonstrate that when air is evacuated above the surface of a smooth Au film, to vacuum levels below ~10 -3 Pa, the photon drag signal for p-polarized illumination undergoes a dramatic change in amplitude and flip in sign, while the signal for s-polarized illumination remains virtually constant [6] . This effect is most striking for the Kretschmann coupling condition, as seen in Fig. 1(b) , where a plasmonic mode is supported at the free space-metal interface. Time-resolved measurements under controlled environmental conditions suggest that the observed sign and amplitude changes of the photon drag signal result from the chemisorption of H 2 O molecules, impelling reinterpretation of previous experiments conducted in air [3] [4] [5] , which assume that the signal is wholly intrinsic to the metal and a result of surface plasmons. Most of all, these new findings demonstrate that the sign of the photon drag currents for a pristine film are universally opposite to that implied by the intuitive momentumbalance model above, requiring reimagination of the microscopic processes of the light-metal interaction [6] .
To account for the consistently counterintuitive sign of the photon-drag current for adsorbate-free films, we propose an absorption-driven model for the net free-electron current, not explicitly invoking surface plasmons, that includes (i) the expected direct photon-momentum transfer to free-electrons of the metal and (ii) photonmomentum-induced polarization of bound electrons in the metal. The salient prediction of the model is that the latter component dominates the net current, with a sign consistent with our experimental results. We will describe ongoing efforts to further characterize this phenomenon, as well as its environmental dependence, using photon drag detectors of various metals mounted in an environmentally-controlled vacuum chamber. 
